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The Adaptive Cruise Control or 
ACC is perfect for long drives 
as it lessens your fatigue by 
maintaining the distance based 
on the car in front of you, 
braking and accelerating as 
needed. 

The All-New BR-V features the advanced collision-free system to date: the 

Honda SENSING. With a state-of-the-art wide-angle camera and a high speed 

image processing chip, the field of vision is wider, so the system detects the 

situation in front much faster. 
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AHB 

Auto High-Beam or AHB allows 
you to automatically turn on the 
high beams when there are no 
other vehicles ahead and lower 
your beam appropriately when 
encountering oncoming traffic. 
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LCDN 

Lead Car Departure Notification 
System or LCDN keeps you 
informed by alerting when the 
car in front you has moved 
ahead from a standstill. 

CMBS 

Collision Mitigation Braking 
System or CMBS helps to warn, 
mitigate collision, or lessen the 
severity of the frontal collision . 

-

LKAS 

Lane Keeping Assist System or 
LKAS keeps the vehicle at the 
center of the visible road lanes 
and in the best driving position 
as it guides you to follow the 
flow of the road. 
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RDM with LDW 

Road Departure Mitigation with 
Lane Departure Warning or ROM 
with LOW helps you avoid collision 
by providing audible and visual 
warning whenever the car swerves 
to the other lane without the proper 
use of signal lights, while the LOW 
or Lane Departure warning notifies 
you when going off course. 
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)1 I ( ')' /l Rated 5-star by ASEAN NCAP, BR-V's driver, front and passenger airbags 

add peace of mind to your journeys. Signal right and a small camera 

displays live video on the 7-inch display, revealing a wider view of the 

road with the Honda LaneWatch1 feature. While the rear bumper has 

integrated parking sensors that detect objects close to the rear of the 

vehicle. 
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Obstacle 

Hill Start Assist (HSA) Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) 
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Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with 
Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD) 

Honda LaneWatch' 

Reverse Camera with Guidelines 

GCON Body Structure 

1 Exclusive to VX 2 Exclusive to VX and V 
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3 Except S MT 
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Wherever your destination is, the All-New Honda BR-V comes with innovations 

that provide comfort for everyone aboard. Lock and unlock the doors without 

ever taking your key fob out of your pocket or bag with Smart Entry' and 

Walk·away Auto Lock'. Reverse and park with confidence with the ability to 

clearly see what's behind you with the Rear View Camera. The All·New Honda 

BR·V adds extra peace of mind with the rear seat reminder to ensure that no 

one or nothing is left behind. 

Smart Entry System' Walk-away Auto Door Lock' 

Rear Parking Sensors' Rear Seat Reminder' 

1 Exclusive to VX 2 Exclusive to VX and V J Except S MT 

Remote Engine Start' 

6·Speaker Sound System' 

Paddle Shifters' 

Powered by a class-leading engine, the All·New Honda 

BR·V delivers 121PS maximum engine power for a smooth, 

effortless drive. With its powerful but fuel-efficient engine, 

you can go the distance for less. 

MAXIMUM TORQUE 

Nm 
@4300 

RPM 

1.SL DOHC i•VTEC ENGINE

MAXIMUM POWER 

@6600 

RPM 

1.SL DOHC i•VTEC ENGINE

All-New BR-V V CVT 

24.71 KM
LITER 

FUEL EFFICIENCY 

Based on the Honda-AAP 
Eco Run 2022 

Continuously Variable 
Transmission CVT3

1.SL DOHC i·VTEC ln·line






